A system prepared in an unstable quantum state generally decays following an exponential law, as environmental decoherence is expected to prevent the decay products from recombining to reconstruct the initial state. Here we show the existence of deviations from exponential decay in open quantum systems under very general conditions. Our results are illustrated with the exact dynamics under quantum Brownian motion and suggest an explanation of recent experimental observations.
The exponential decay law of unstable systems is ubiquitous in Nature and has widespread applications [1] [2] [3] . Yet, in isolated quantum systems deviations occur at both short and long times of evolution [4] [5] [6] . Short time deviations underlie the quantum Zeno effect [7, 8] , ubiquitously used to engineer decoherence free-subspaces and preserve quantum information. Long-time deviations are expected in any nonrelativistic systems with a ground state; they slow down the decay and generally manifest as a power-law in time [9] . Both short and long-time deviations are present as well in manyparticle systems [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Indeed, the latter signal the advent of thermalization in isolated many-body systems [17, 18] . In quantum cosmology, power-law deviations constrain the likelihood of scenarios with eternal inflation [10] . They also rule the scrambling of information as measured by the decay of the form factor [19] [20] [21] [22] in blackhole physics and strongly coupled quantum systems described by AdS/CFT, that are believed to be maximally chaotic [23] .
Given a unstable quantum state |Ψ 0 prepared at time t = 0, it is customary to describe the closed-system decay dynamics via the survival probability, which is the fidelity between the initial state and its time evolution
Explicitly, the survival amplitude reads A(t) = Ψ 0 |Û(t, 0)|Ψ 0 , whereÛ(t, 0) = T exp(−i t 0 dsĤ(s)/ ) is the time evolution operator generated by the Hamiltonian of the systemĤ. Short time deviations are associated with the quadratic decay
and are generally suppressed by the coupling to an environment that induces the appearance of a term linear in t, see, e.g. [2, 3, 24, 25] . The origin of the long-time deviations can be appreciated using the Ersak equation for the survival amplitude [4, 26, 27] A(t) = A(t − t )A(t ) + m(t, t ),
that follows from the unitarity of time evolution in isolated quantum systems. The memory term reads m(t, t ) = Ψ 0 |U(t, t )QU(t , 0)|Ψ 0 ,
Here, we denote the projector onto the space spanned by the initial state byP ≡ |Ψ 0 Ψ 0 | and its orthogonal complement byQ ≡ 1 −P. As a result, the memory term m(t, t ) represents the formation of decay products at an intermediate time t and their subsequent recombination to reconstruct the initial state |Ψ 0 . The suppression of this term leads to the exponential decay law for A(t) and S(t), as an ansatz of the form A(t) = e −γt is a solution of Eq. (3) with m(t, t ) = 0, i.e, A(t) = A(t − t )A(t ). [4, 27] . In addition, using the definition of the survival probability and Eq. (3), it has been demonstrated that the long-time non-exponential behavior of S(t) is dominated by |m(t, t )| 2 . The onset of long-time deviations generally occurs after many lifetimes, making their direct observation challenging. This has motivated the quest for systems where the decay is dominated by deviations and exponential decay is absent, see e.g., [28] . Nonexponential decay actually governs the dynamics in the absence of resonant states, e.g., under free dispersion.
The breakdown of unitarity can lead to exponential behavior for arbitrarily long times, as it happens in non-Hermitian systems with complex energy eigenvalues [1, 29, 30] . Nonhermitian Hamiltonians can be justified when the dynamics is restricted to a given subspace as well as in quantum measurement theory, and can delay or suppress nonexponential decay [31] . More generally, environmentally-induced decoherence is widely believed to suppress quantum state reconstruction and deviations from the exponential law [4, 32] , as shown in quantum optical systems [33, 34] , see as well [35] . In view of this, it came as a surprise that experimental observations consistent with nonexponential decay were reported in an open quantum system [36] .
In this work, we show that nonexponential decay is ubiquitous in open quantum systems, i.e., even in the presence of environmental decoherence. We show that state reconstruction is to be expected under Markovian dynamics and is responsible for the breakdown of the exponential law. While the short-time behavior is consistent with exponential quantum decay, long-time deviations subsequently occur. These deviations are explicitly illustrated in the decay under quantum Brownian motion.
Markovian dynamics.-Consider the Hilbert space H S E = H S ⊗ H E obtained via the tensor product of the Hilbert space for the system H S and that of the environment H E . The dy-namics in H S E is described by a unitary time evolution operatorÛ S E (t, 0) generated by the full Hamiltonian,Ĥ S E = H S +Ĥ E +Ĥ int , whereĤ int denotes the interaction between the system and the environment. The evolution of an initially factorised state ρ S E (0) = ρ S (0) ⊗ ρ E is described by the von Neumann-Liouville equation
from which the reduced density matrix of the system ρ S (t) = Tr E ρ(t) is obtained by tracing over the environmental degrees of freedom. Under weak coupling, the evolution of the reduced dynamics of the system, ρ S (t) = V(t)ρ S (0), is Markovian in the sense that V(t) is a quantum dynamical semigroup with the composition property V(t)V(t ) = V(t+t ) for t, t ≥ 0. For clarity of presentation, we shall focus on the case where ρ S (0) is pure and refer to the Supplemental material [40] for the mixed case with Trρ S (0) 2 < 1. Short-time Markovian asymptotics.-Given a dynamical semigroup V(t), the master equation associated with it is of Lindblad form [1, 2] 
where L α are the Lindblad operators. Consider the fidelity between the initial pure state ρ S (0) = |Ψ 0 Ψ 0 | and the time dependent state ρ S (t) = V(t)ρ S (0),
Explicit computation shows that the exact short-time asymptotics is given by [40] 
where
and the covariance of two operators A and B is defined as Cov(A, B) = AB − A B . The requirement that the initial state is pure can be lifted, see [40] . This universal behavior of the short-time dynamics for Markovian open quantum systems is consistent with an exponential decay and suggests the identification of τ −1 D with the decay rate. By contrast, the short time asymptotic of the survival probability in H S E , defined as
, is characterized under Hamiltonian dynamics by a sub-exponential decay
where the positive constant F 0 > 0 is the quantum Fisher in- [5, 6] . The subexponential decay of S S E (t) has important applications and can be exploited, e.g. to slow down or accelerate the decay [4, 44] . While it is known that the Markovian master equation fails generally at very short-times, within the realm of its validity short-time deviations are absent. In what follows, we shall focus on the nonexponential behavior in the subsequent dynamics, under Eq. (6) .
Quantum state reconstruction under quantum dynamical semigroups.-Using the composition property of dynamical semigroups it is possible to derive an analogue of the Ersak equation (3) for open quantum systems. This generalization requires a formulation in terms of probabilities, simplifying the interpretation of the analogue of the memory term in the unitary case, (4). Indeed, explicit computation yields
where we have used the fact thatPρ S (t )P = S (t )P and introduced the memory term
Equation (13) is the generalization of the Ersak equation [26] for quantum Markovian dynamics for an initial pure state ρ S (0) =P; see [40] for the mixed case. The first term in the rhs of the memory term M(t, t ) (14) represents the conditional probability to find the time-evolving state at time t in the space spanned by the initial state, provided it was found in the orthogonal subspace at an intermediate time t , i.e., that it had fully decayed. The remaining two crossed terms result from interference involving state reconstruction, i.e., the coherences of the density matrix for this P-Q decomposition. When the memory term vanishes identically, M(t, t ) = 0, the generalized Ersak equation (13) dictates exponential decay, S(t) = e −γt , that satisfies S(t) = S(t − t )S(t ). As in the unitary case [4] , any deviation from an exponential decay law for S(t) arises due to the state reconstruction of the initial state ρ S (0) from the decay products found at the intermediate time t , during the evolution between t and t. The memory term does not generally vanish, justifying the ubiquity of deviations from the exponential decay law in open quantum systems.
Universality of long-time subexponential decay in Markovian quantum systems.-We next establish that the long-time decay of the survival probability in open quantum systems, in particular also Markovian, is generally not exponential. We focus on HamiltoniansĤ S E with a continuous energy spectrum E ∈ [E 0 , ∞). In general, each energy eigenvalue may have several (improper) eigenstates associated with it, but this multiplicity does not play any role in the following, and hence we assume for simplicity that there is just one eigenstate |E for each E. One can easily check that the same argument works also in the general case.
An initial state of the composite system of factorized form ρ S E (0) = ρ S (0) ⊗ ρ E will have coherences in the energy representation. We write it in its diagonal representation ρ S E (0) = j λ j |λ j λ j | where the occupation numbers λ j ≥ 0 and |λ j ∈ H S E . We next exploit a purification of ρ S E (0) in an enlarged Hilbert space H S E ⊗ H R ; we take H R = H S E and define
where the finiteness of the sum j λ j = tr[ρ S E (0)] = 1 < ∞ ensures that this belongs to the Hilbert space. Denoting by |E ∈ H S E the energy eigenkets ofĤ S E , we consider the time evolution operator
The dynamics of the purified state is then described by
and we stress that Ψ S ER (t) is indeed a purification of the physical system-environment state
† (and hence also of the system state ρ S (t)) at each time t. In terms of Ψ S ER (t) we introduce the survival amplitude between the initial purified state at t = 0 and that at any time t ≥ 0, i.e.,
where we have denoted the energy distribution of the initial state by S E (E) = | Ψ S E (0)|E | 2 = j λ j | E|λ j | 2 , a function that vanishes for any E < E 0 . We note that the combination of the sum and the integral converges absolutely, hence the order may be interchanged. The semi-finiteness of S E (E) dictates the analytic properties of its Fourier transform A S ER (t). In particular, the Paley-Wiener theorem [9, 45] imposes the convergence of the integral
where t 0 is any constant with dimensions of time. As a result, the survival probability in the enlarged Hilbert space decays slower than any exponential function e −αt for large t,
q , with C, γ > 0, and q < ,
In order to connect this with the survival probability S(t) we use Uhlmann's theorem, which states that the fidelity S S E (t) := F[ρ S E (0), ρ S E (t)] equals the maximal fidelity between all possible purifications of ρ S E (0) and ρ S E (t) [46, 47] . Since Ψ S ER (t) is a purification of ρ S E (t), we get S S E ≥ |A S ER (t)| 2 for each t ≥ 0. Finally, using the monotonicity (or non-contractivity) of the fidelity, S(t) ≥ S S E , it follows that the the survival probability of the system S(t) cannot decay faster than the fidelity in H S E . We note that the theorem [47] is not restricted to a finite-dimensional setting, and hence works in our case. From (20) we then get S(t) ≥ Ce −γt q , with C, γ > 0, and q < 1. (21) which is the main result of this section and generalizes the corresponding result for closed systems [4] . To summarize, the existence of the ground-state E 0 in the composite systemĤ S E makes S E (E) semi-finite and dictates the long-time behavior of the survival probability S(t) of the system ρ S (0) under Markovian evolution. While the result holds in full generality, it is intended for the case of an infinite-dimensional system Hilbert space H S . In fact, in the finite-dimensional case S(t) is not even expected to vanish at long times, since ρ S (t) typically tends to a full-rank stationary state. Only quantities such as coherences can then exhibit exponential decay (as in [35] ). We have established that deviations from exponential decay are to be expected under environmental decoherence at both short and long-times of evolution. In particular, a powerlaw behavior as experimentally reported in [36] is consistent with open quantum dynamics. Yet, a nearly exponential decay is not excluded by the Paley-Wiener theorem [48] . We next focus on a paradigmatic example of open quantum dynamics on an infinite-dimensional space and that is governed by nonexponential behavior: quantum Brownian motion.
Nonexponential decay under quantum Brownian motion.-Consider a single quantum particle of mass m in contact with a thermal bath. We assume weak coupling between the particle and the bath, a large temperature regime, and the BornMarkov approximation. The dynamics is then well described by the Caldeira-Leggett model [2, 39] 
when τ D γ −1 , in terms of the de Broglie thermal wavelengths λ 2 β = 2 /(2mk B T ) and ∆x 2 the variance of the initial pure state. Consistently with the high temperature regime, we assume that the characteristic time scale of the system τ c ≡ m∆x 2 / is large compared to the thermal bath characteristic time τ β ≡ /(k B T ). Equivalently, λ β ∆x which entails τ D τ R = γ −1 . For the sake of illustration, consider the initial pure Gaussian state
with ∆x = σ/ √ 2. We find that there are three distinct regimes in the decay dynamics:
(i) At short times t τ D τ R , the survival probability behaves as S (t) ≈ 1 − t/τ D .
(ii) Subsequently, an intermediate regime sets in for τ D t τ R when the system is undamped and experiences decoherence. The off-diagonal density matrix decays exponentially in time [8] 
2 exp iφ(x, y) , where φ is the complex part of the phase. In this regime, the density profile (this is, the diagonal part of ρ S (x, y; t)) has the asymptotics ρ S (x, x; t) 2 , where the normalization factor of the density matrix scales as [2] ∆x(t) ≈ 4Dt 3 3
. Hence, we find from the long-time asymptotics of density matrix ρ S (x, y; t) ≈ 2 Dt δ(x−y)ρ S (x, x; t) that the survival probability (7) simplifies to S(t) =
∆x. This leads to the power-law asymptotic behavior
which is independent of ∆x and the initial width of the Gaussian wave packet. The two relevant time scales are set by
The final and third stage of the dynamics occurs when the evolution time becomes large compared to the relaxation time of the environment t τ R τ D . The system becomes overdamped and the off-diagonal density matrix converges to a stationary solution
, where the normalization factor is given by the diffusion variance ∆x(t) ≈ D 2 mγ 2 t = 2k B T mγ t , see [2] . Using similar arguments to those for (ii) we find the long-time power-law scaling
Equations (25)- (26) can also be derived from an asymptotics analysis of the exact S(t), found via the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [2, 7, 39] and the multi-dimensional Gaussian integral method; see [40] . As anticipated, the asymptotic behavior predicted by equations (25)- (26) does not depend on the initial spreading ∆x. A direct application of our findings is the estimation of the damping coefficient γ and the temperature T of the system, that can be extracted from the survival probability (7) upon identification of the two time scales τ β = /(k B T ) and τ R = γ −1 . To do this it suffices to find the intercepts of the two asymptotic lines obtained in a log-log plot, see Fig 2 and equations (25)- (26) .
We next consider another prominent example -the quantum decay of a Schrödinger cat state-that supports the idea of universality of the long-time asymptotic behavior (25)- (26) . Consider a pure state ρ S (x, y; 0) = ψ 0 (x)ψ 0 (y) * made of a superposition of two Gaussian wave packets centered respectively at x = −r and x = +r, i.e., where the normalization factor is
. The arguments we used for the Gaussian state (24) apply as well to the cat state (E33). Inserting the expression for the variance of the posi-
we reproduce the prediction by Zurek, τ D = λ 2 β /(2γr 2 ), in the limit r σ [8] . In the limit r σ, we find
which agrees with the BedinghamHalliwell decoherence time derived from the short-time asymptotics in [24] . The intermediate cases r ∼ σ offer new regimes for any initial state with a finite variance ∆x. While the decoherence time defines the long-time scaling, it does not appear in the expression of the asymptotic survival probability (25)- (26) . This remarkable result combined with our previous findings for Gaussian states of the form (24) supports the idea of universality of long-time asymptotics, that should be experimentally testable. The change in the power-law scaling of S(t) ∝ 1/t 2 to S(t) ∝ 1/ √ t is demonstrated in in Fig 2 for for r = 0. We obtain similar plots for r > 0, that indicate the universal behavior of the long-time quantum decay of the survival probability.
Summary.-We have shown that the decay dynamics of open quantum systems generally exhibits deviations from exponential decay in the presence of environmental decoherence. These deviations result from the reconstruction of the initial state from the decay products formed during the course of the evolution. While the short-time quantum decay under Markovian dynamics is consistent with an exponential law, the long-time evolution is characterized by a sub-exponential decay whenever a ground state exists for the system-environment complex, e.g., in a nonrelativistic setting. We have demonstrated the existence of these deviations in quantum Brownian motion, a setting amenable to experimental investigations. Our study is expected to find broad appli-cations across a wide variety of fields. Prominent instances include the analysis of decoherence dynamics, collapse models in quantum measurement theory, thermalization and information scrambling in open quantum systems, and quantum cosmology.
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A. 
where L α are the Lindblad operator. We define the relative purity S (t) between the initial and time-dependent reduced density matrices ρ S (0) and ρ S (t) as an analogue of the survival probability,
where the trace in the denominator represents the purity of the initial state which is equal to 1 if the state is initially pure, i.e., when the relative purity becomes identical to the survival probability. Let us denote the unnormalized relative purity bỹ S (t) = tr ρ S (0) 2 S (t). Its first derivative reads
with the limitS
where the modified covariance is defined as Cov ρ S (0) (A, B) ≡ ABρ S (0) − Aρ S (0)B , and X ≡ tr Xρ S (0) , X = A, B. In equation (A4) we have A = L α and B = L † α . As a result, the short-time asymptotic expansion reads
with
The previous equations shows universal behavior of short-time dynamics for Markovian open quantum systems and generalize the result in [3] to non-Hermitian Lindblad operators and initial mixed states. In turn, this result will prove key to obtain a long-time asymptotic for the quantum Brownian motion. Let us consider different relevant cases:
• For Hermitian Lindblad operators L α = L † α we can introduce the modified variance denoted ∆L
which is equal to the variance of the operator
when ρ S (0) is pure, in agreement with the result derived in [3] .
• For the general case where L α can be non-Hermitian, if ρ S (0) is pure we find
where the standard covariance is Cov ρ S (0) (A, B) ≡ AB − A B .
Appendix B: Exact short-time quantum decay of a system-environment composite state
The survival probability in the system-environment Hilbert space H S E is defined as S S E (t) := F[ρ S E (0), ρ S E (t)]. As we next show, it is generally characterized by a subexponential decay. When the initial system-environment state ρ S E (0) is pure this result follows from elementary quantum dynamics [4] . Under the unitary evolution generated by the full Hermitian Hamiltonian H S E =Ĥ S +Ĥ E +Ĥ int , the time evolution operator can be expanded to second order in time, and an explicit computation yields
where ∆H 2 S E := H 2 S E − H S E 2 is the variance of the Hamiltonian H S E in the initial pure state ρ S E (0). More generally, the initial state ρ S E (0) = ρ S (0) ⊗ ρ E (0) is expected to be mixed, as ρ E (0) describes an environment. To derive the short-time asymptotics of S S E (t) we note that for any two states,
where D B is the Bures distance [5] . For two neighbouring states (i.e. for small t), we can use the differential form
where F 0 is the quantum Fisher information of ρ S E (t) at t = 0 [5] . Hence we get
The quantum Fisher information is given by
where the symmetric logarithmic derivative L t is determined by the differential equation
, and can be explicitly computed (see the above references). When ρ S E (0) is pure, we get
in agreement with the well-known result for a pure initial state, Eq. (B1). In the case where ρ S E (0) is mixed, the quantum Fisher information is no longer related to ∆H 2 S E ; see e.g. [6] .
Appendix C: Generalized Ersak equation for Markovian semigroups
The concept of projector for pure states has an extension to mixed states using the Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) inner product. Namely, given a reference state ρ (which is HS), any HS operator A admits a decomposition of the form
such that
In other words, any state ρ gives rise to a projector in the HS space,
It is easy to check that it is indeed a projector, P 2 = P and positivity. Let us now assume that the evolution of the initial reduced density matrix of the system ρ S (0) is governed by a dynamical semigroup
with V(t + t ) = V(t)V(t ). Then the standard proof for the Ersak equation goes through for the relative purity (P 0 is the projector in HS associated with ρ S (0)), here introduced as
Namely, the proof goes as follows
Clearly Q 0 is the projector complementary to P 0 , i.e. P 0 + Q 0 = 1. The structure of the memory term is analogous to the case for pure states:
Notice that the expansion of the memory term in the main text as contributions coming from different reconstruction paths is not available here. In the main text the derivation was carried out for pure states, and the projectors P and Q act on the Hilbert space; on the other hand, the HS projectors P 0 and Q 0 are superoperators acting on operators. The derivation presented here is much more closely connected to the standard derivation of the Ersak equation for amplitudes.
Appendix D: Quantum Brownian motion and non-exponential decay 1. Caldeira-Leggett model Consider a single particle of mass m in a time-dependent harmonic trap with frequency ω(t) in contact with a thermal bath. Let us further assume weak coupling between the particle and the bath, a large temperature regime, and the Born-Markov approximation. Under these conditions, the Caldeira-Leggett master equation governs the dynamics of the reduced density matrix ρ S (t) [2] ,
and where the coupling constant D = 2mγk B T/ 2 depends explicitly on the temperature T of the bath and on the damping constant γ. It will be convenient at points to write it in the form D = γ/λ 2 β , with λ β = / √ 2mk B T the thermal de Broglie wavelength. In the coordinate representation, the master equation (D1) reads
where ρ S (x, y; t) ≡ x|ρ S (t)|y .
To solve the dynamics exactly, we use the path integral method to compute the Green's function of the density matrix in the position representation, i.e., of the so-called the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [2, 7] . It reads J (x, y; x 0 , y 0 ; t) = J 0 (x, y; x 0 , y 0 ; t)e Γ(x,y;x 0 ,y 0 ;t) ,
where J 0 (x, y; x 0 , y 0 ; t) is the damped evolution (complex phase)
and the function g(t) = 1 − + Ġ 2 (t) with = 0 for γ = 0 1 for γ 0 . This means that cross terms xy 0 and yx 0 disappear when there is no damping γ = 0, which is expected. The real phase (decoherence) is
and where the functions G 1 (t) and G 2 (t) are the fundamental solutions of the classical equation
fulfilling the following boundary conditions
and the Wronskian identity
The solution of the Master equation (D3) is obtained via the identity
2. Scaling dynamics of a Gaussian state and exact evolution of the density matrix For D = 0 (no decoherence), the dynamics satisfies scale invariance. Given an initial pure state ρ S (0) = |ψ n ψ n | where |ψ n is the n-eigenstate of H, the matrix element of the density matrix reads
where the scaling factor b(t) is the unique solution of the Ermarkov equation
Naturally, we wonder whether a similar scaling dynamics still describes the evolution in the presence of decohrence, i.e., with D 0. We can assume that this would be partially true in the sense that a scaling factor (which might obey a different equation) appears in the formula and rescales the position x → x/b(t). However, in the same time the dissipation will mix the states and the solution of the form (D10) no longer holds.
We consider a Gaussian state of the form
where a > c are two real numbers and where the normalization factor
For following computations, we rewrite the Gaussian state by introducing a square invertible matrix
where the matrix M 0 and the vector X read
The purity of the Gaussian state is given by the two-dimensional Gaussian integral of equation (D13) and reads
Remark. Here we consider the symmetric complex-valued product X, Y = X T Y = x 1 y 1 + x 2 y 2 = Y, X which it is not the inner product on C 2 defined as the sesquilinear form X, Y ≡ X † Y = x * 1 y 1 + x * 2 y 2 . However both can be related as follows
gives the density matrix at time t > 0. To compute explicitly the double integral we use the multi-dimensional Gaussian integral method. We first rewrite the phase of the integrand as a quadratic form
where X = x y and X 0 = x 0 y 0 , and
with = 0 for γ = 0 1 for γ 0 . We rewrite the vector V using the transfer matrix P
Notice that for a = 0 = c equation (D15) gives the phase of the Feynman-Vernon influence functional (D4). Equations (D9) and (D15) leads to the multi-dimensional Gaussian integral form
Using the expressions of the vector V and the phase φ(X) in equations (D16d) and (D15), respectively, we find a more elegant form
Here, the scaling factor has the form
and rules the time-evolution of the variance of the position, given that
3. Closed-form expression of the survival probability
Next, we derive a closed form expression of the relative purity S (t) in Eq. (A2), which is identical to the survival probability when the initial state is pure. Up to the purity of the initial state, the unnormalized relative purityS (t) can be computed as followsS
As we have already computed the expression of the kernel of the density matrix at time t, see equation (D9), we can compute this double integral using multi-dimensional Gaussian integral techniquẽ
Gathering the equations above we findS
The purity of the Gaussian state (D12) is √ (a − c)/(a + c), leading to the following compact expression for the normalized relative purity
Appendix E: Long-time Quantum Decay under the Quantum Brownian motion
General results
In this section we consider the free expansion of an initial Gaussian state (D12). We obtain this case by taking G 1 (t) = 1 and G 2 (t) = (1 − e −2γt )/(2γ), as explained later. After computing the explicit form of relative purity as analogue of the survival probability (D27) we can demonstrate the following asymptotic forms for two distinct regimes
which confirm the asymptotic formulae given in the main body of the paper. In equation (E1) we introduced the decoherence time τ D that will be discuss in next. We also introduced two time scales τ β ≡ /(k B T ) and τ R = γ −1 that characterize the relaxation of the system and baths, respectively. The details of calculations will be shown hereafter.
Notice that these results can be easily generalized for displaced Gaussian states
corresponding to a general coherent squeezed thermal state. It suffices to modify the equations (D16) to include the linear terms in the phase of the state (E2). Following the same multi-dimensional Gaussian integral technique, we find the same asymptotic equations (E1). As a result, the method also applies for Schrödinger cat states of the form
for which the asymptotic decay is set by equations (E1). The only difference here is the value of the decoherence time τ D which depends on the spreading of the initial state. This case is an important illustration as it extends the well-known results in [8] to long-time asymptotic regimes for all value of distance r, that sets the size of the Schrödinger cat state.
Decoherence time
To understand more deeply the long-time asymptotic, we first discuss the short-time expansion of the survival probability. We first consider an initial pure state by taking c = 0. Taking L =x in (A5), with corresponding γ x = 2D = 4mγk B T/ 2 = 2γ/λ 2 β , we find that the decoherence time is given by
where ∆x 2 = a −1 is the width of the initial state and λ β = / √ 2mk B T is the de Broglie length, and
is the variance of the Lindblad operator L =x with respect to the initial state. To show the more general right hand side of (E5), we used a universal formula derived in [3] valid for dephasing Markovian dynamics. For a mixed state with purity smaller than one (see e.g., equation (D12) with c 0), we find the following formula
More specifically, for the Gaussian state (D12) we find
which is equal to the squared variance ∆x 2 = 1/(2a) if the state is pure, i.e., if c = 0. There is a caveat to bear in mind at this point. As is well known, the Caldeira-Leggett master equation is not of Lindblad form. Nonetheless, the addition of a minimally invasive term, −γ p, p,
2 ) p, p, ρ S (t) , allows the master equation to be written in Lindblad form with a single damping constant γ and Lindblad operator
Since the microscopic derivation of the Caldeira-Leggett master equation holds under the assumption of large temperature, i.e. that the thermal time /k B T τ S , where τ S is a typical time for the system, the term being added is typically small, and similarly, it can be argued that the last term ofÂ is also negligible. Namely, typicallyp ∼ mλ β /τ S , whence the second term is of order τ β /2τ S . Alternatively, observe that our definition of τ D applied to the dissipator withÂ gives
Under the conditions of validity of the Caldeira-Leggett master equation for quantum Brownian motion the first term dominates, thus reducing to Eq. (E5).
Quantum decay of a Gaussian state in a free expansion under quantum Brownian dynamics
We consider the free expansion at time equal zero, i.e., ω(t) = 0, t ≥ 0. Let us first determine the fundamental solutions of equation (D8) and the functions in equation (D7)
For non-zero γ satisfying γ(a + c) D equation (E12) determines the asymptotic form of the relative purity S (t) for t not too large
Considering now damping dynamics, we have two other regimes where the relative purity behaves like
and
The decoherence time appears in Equation (E14)
is positive as in the large temperature regime the bath correlation τ T = 2πk B T is large compared with the characteristic evolution time of the system τ S defined in (E13), i.e., τ S τ D ⇒ D (a + c)γ. This justifies the last approximation in (E16). In the same fashion, we can give the asymptotic of equation (E15)
where the amplitude is proportional to the inverse of the initial purity and to the coefficient γ/(k B T ) which is assumed to be small in large temperature limit. It is also interesting to look at the density profile and at the off-diagonal density elements for long-time. It is easy to show that for t γ −1 we obtain the standard classical Brownian diffusion density profile
mγ is proportional to the mobility µ = 1 mγ . Consistently, the asymptotic of the width of the wave packet (D23) gives √ σt as expected [9] . Now we look at the asymptotic of the off-diagonal density matrix. As expected, we find Gaussian correlations with a width proportional to the temperature ρ S (x, y; t) ≈ 1 √ 2πσt exp
where λ dB = 2 2mk B T is the de Broglie thermal wavelength.
Applications
The method developed above allows to treat some particular quantum states of prominent relevance in physics. The Gaussian state introduced in equation (D13) is particularly useful as for different choices of parameters a and c it covers the following cases
• Taking a = ξ 
This state is not normalized tr (ρ 0 ) = |1 − u| −1 so all the solutions given by equations (D21) and (D28) should be multiplied by this factor |1 − u| −1 .
• Using the Mehler formula 
we can tackle not only the ground-state but an arbitrary excited state |ψ n of the QHO ρ 0 = |ψ n ψ n |, where x|ψ n = ψ n (x) = 1 (2 n n!) • In a similar fashion, by taking u = e −β ω 0 where β = 1/(k B T ) the Mehler formula (E22) (multiplied by √ u = e −β ω 0 /2 where ω 0 /2 is the ground state energy of the QHO) gives the kernel of the thermal state of a quantum particle in the canonical ensemble x|e −βH |y = e −β ω 0 /2 × K(x, y; u = e −β ω ) = 
which reproduces the Zurek prediction. In the other limit r σ, we find the prediction we obtained for a single Gaussian wave packet, see equation (E16).
Using a similar multi-dimensional Gaussian integral approach, we compute the survival probability and show the asymptotics in equation (E1), see Fig. 2 . This demonstrates that the general argument developed in the previous section applies for the initial state (E33).
